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Foreword 

The late 1990’s was a period when I found myself drawn to the exciting world of 
sample based music production. At the time I was unconvinced about the 
reliability of a computer so was looking to build a hardware based studio, but was 
struggling – so many options available, but they all seemed too complex for my 
needs at that time; I just wanted to switch on and make music, I didn’t want 
anything getting in the way of my creativity.   
 
This all changed in 1999 when I stumbled upon a review of an MPC2000XL in 
Sound on Sound. It looked like the ideal solution – a single, portable unit that 
combined a sampler and a powerful sequencer, with built in pads to let me 
perform everything without the need for a separate controller. And the rest, as 
they say, is history. 
 
So how does the MPC Renaissance and MPC Studio change all this? Well 
fundamentally those features are all there with one massive difference. The 
‘MPC’ is now split between a separate ‘controller’ (The MPC Renaissance/Studio 
hardware), and the ‘MPC’ itself – a software application installed in your 
computer (the ‘MPC Software’). In essence, much of the ‘guts’ of the original 
standalone hardware MPC has been yanked out and shoved inside your 
computer where it is no longer constrained by the small and ‘fixed’ processing 
power found inside a traditional hardware MPC. 
 
In this first book dedicated to the new generation of MPCs, I wanted to focus 
specifically on the sample-based aspects of the MPC Software, so we’ll be 
learning all there is to know about sound design, DRUM and KEYGROUP 
programs, sample editing, looping, chopping and along the way discovering the 
many practical uses of all these fantastic features including building velocity 
sensitive drum kits, drum layering, sound design, chopping breaks, instrument 
multisampling and a whole bunch of essential  shortcuts, tips and thorough 
explanations of all the features that the official manual tends to quickly skim over. 
 
I also want to help strike that balance between the classic ‘hardware’ MPC mind-
set and the modern computer–focused world, explaining how long term legacy 
MPC users can adapt their workflow to this different environment, while 
unravelling the fundamental mysteries of core MPC workflow to complete MPC 
newbies. 
 
Don’t worry, it’s going to be easy. And most importantly lots of fun! 
  



000 How to Use this book 

Which MPCs are compatible with this book? 

This book has been written to be compatible with both the MPC Renaissance and 
MPC Studio. They both run the sample MPC Software, so most differences are 
simply in the controller hardware – whenever these differences become relevant 
to a particular tutorial, I will highlight them and carefully explain how your 
approach may differ in the Studio compared to the Ren (e.g. Q-Link operation). 

Which version of the MPC Software should I be 
using? 

The minimum version you should be using with this book is MPC Software 1.7.1. 
To check which version you have, go to ‘Help > About MPC’ (in a PC) or ‘MPC > 
About MPC’ in a Mac. From the Help/MPC menu, you can also ‘Check For 
Updates’ to download any new updates to the software. Updating to 1.7.1 is 
completely free, however if you are unable to update to 1.7.1 please send me an 
email with your order number and I can send you the older version of this book, 
suitable for MPC Software version 1.6. 

LCD or Computer Screen? 

When working in legacy MPCs, the workflow always involved immersing yourself 
in the hardware screen, using the pads, dials and buttons in front of you – 
everything you needed was there in front of you, the ultimate ‘standalone’ music 
production ‘box’. 
 
At the time of publication, this ‘standalone’ workflow is not yet 100% possible with 
the Ren nor Studio as some functionality of the MPC is still only available in the 
MPC Software environment only. So there will be times when you are required to 
use your mouse and look at your computer screen. That said, the more I used 
the new MPCs, the more I began to realise that while that ‘legacy-MPC’ mentality 
works incredibly well for many operations, there are some situations where it 
simply makes more sense to head over to your computer and take advantage of 
the benefits the computer environment can offer. 
 
Within this book I will present tutorials primarily from the perspective of the 
hardware and hardware screen, except in the following situations: 
 

1) Where the functionality I am discussing is not available in the hardware 
(e.g. naming files, setting number of keygroups) 



2) where the functionality is clearly easier to utilize and understand in the 
MPC Software environment. 
 

Ultimately, it’s about using all the tools available in the most creative and 
workflow efficient manner. 

Sequencing  Requirements 

Sequencing and song creation in the new generation of MPCs is a huge topic, 
and I wanted to dedicate some serious time working on more advanced tutorials 
to cover these areas; so I decided to focus purely on the sampling and program 
aspects in this book and will cover sequencing extensively in my next Ren/Studio 
book. 
 
However I soon realised that in some ‘sampling’ tutorials I really needed to 
introduce some basic sequencing concepts to help highlight the practical 
usefulness of the sampling techniques I was showcasing (e.g. chopping drum 
breaks etc), hence I decided to place a separate, no-nonsense guide to core 
sequencing basics in the appendices at the end of this book. That way you have 
a quick, to-the-point reference guide to sequencing basics should you need it. 

Recreating the Tutorial Examples 

Every tutorial in this book comes complete with all the files you need to recreate 
the tutorials as you read through them. All these files can be found in the 
‘Tutorial Files’ folder in the archive you downloaded after buying this ebook. You 
should copy this folder to a convenient location on your computer, such as your 
Desktop, Dropbox folder or an external disk. I will show you how to set up a quick 
shortcut to this folder in the first chapter, where we’ll also learn how to load the 
files into your MPC. 
 
If you discover any problems or bugs in the book, please let me know via 
support@mpc-samples.com and I’ll get them fixed as soon as possible. 
 
So, fire up your MPC hardware, launch the MPC app, and let’s get cracking! 
 

 
 
 

  



001 Getting Started 

As I mentioned in the foreword, an MPC has always been a very powerful 
combination of MIDI sequencer, audio sampler and controller – but let’s just 
clarify exactly what I mean by these terms. 

Before We Start 

I am going to assume that you have already set up your new MPC, both in terms 
of the software installation and general hardware configuration and essentially 
are ‘good to go’. If that is not the case, don’t worry, I have a step-by-step guide to 
this in the Appendix at the end of the book, along with some handy hints on 
overcoming some common installation and usage problems that you may come 
across! 

The MPC in a Nutshell 

An ‘MPC’ is actually a unique combination of three distinct elements: 

The MPC sampler: 

An audio sampler can be used to record sounds from vinyl, CDs, microphones 
and basically any type of audio source. Simply hook up your microphone or you 
turntable outputs into the MPC’s recording inputs and record the audio – the 
MPC then converts this incoming audio into a digital file called a ‘sample’. This 
sample can be saved to your disk as a WAV file. A sampler can also load 
previously saved samples from disk, including sounds from commercial libraries 
and other sources. 
 
Once you have sampled or loaded sounds into your MPC, it is able to hold these 
sounds in its active project memory and allow you to further ‘edit’ these sounds. 
For example, sounds can be trimmed, effected, distorted, looped, chopped, tuned 
and many other types of processes applied. 

Pads & Programs 

You can assign any sample currently in memory to be played when one of the 16 
rubber pads is hit. In order to specify which sound (or sounds) should playback 
when we strike a pad, we have to configure a special file called a program. 
 
At its most basic level a program is a way of assigning specific samples to 
specific pads – once a sample is loaded on a pad it can be triggered each time 
you strike that pad. However a program is much, much more than this - it’s really 



the heart and soul of all sample based performances in an MPC, with a vast 
array of program parameters that can be infinitely tweaked to taste. 

The Sequencer 

With your internally sampled/loaded sounds assigned to the pads you are now 
able to record performances of these sounds directly in to the MPC sequencer 
using your pads. Each pad hit is saved as an 'event' in the form of MIDI data and 
is stored in a file called a sequence. When the sequence plays back, it will re-
trigger your samples to recreate your original performance. Beyond controlling 
internal samples, the MPC can also be used to control the sounds of external 
MIDI devices such as sound modules and VST instruments. 
 
All your sequences can then be combined and arranged into songs and the audio 
output mixed, effected and exported either as a finished stereo mixdown directly 
from the MPC, or as audio stems to a third party DAW such as Pro Tools or 
Logic. 

Your First Project 

When you switch on your MPC and launch the MPC Software in your computer, 
you are initially presented with a complete blank canvas in the form of a project. 
 

	  
 



A project is a self contained working environment which contains all your 
samples, programs, sequences, effects, mixer settings and all other resources 
for a particular musical composition.  As we shall see, you are able to save your 
entire project as a single file which can be reloaded into your MPC at any time so 
you can continue on your work where you left off. 
 
If you’ve only just launched the MPC Software, the default ‘state’ is that of a 
blank project, so you are good to go. Otherwise the easiest way to create a blank 
project is to use the shortcut CMD & N (on a Mac) or CTRL & N (on a PC).  
Alternatively, go to File > New Project in the MPC Software. 
 
Be aware that you can only work on one project at a time – the act of creating a 
blank project, or loading a new project will replace any existing project you are 
currently working on (we’ll see how to save your work later in the book). 
 
The first screen you see when you start with a new project is MAIN mode. This is 
basically an overview of the main areas of your project and shows your main 
sequencer grid, a graphical representation of your pads (and the samples 
assigned to them), the Project Information panel which shows all the main 
resources currently loaded into your project, and to the left, the File Browser, 
where you can load new files into your project. 
 
You can return to MAIN mode at any time by pressing the dedicated MAIN button 
on your MPC hardware. 
 
Now, as we can’t do anything until we get some sounds into our MPC, the File 
Browser seems like a great place to start getting to grips with the MPC’s 
features! 

Loading & Assigning Sounds 

In order to do pretty much anything in our MPC, we’re going to have to actually 
bring some samples into our project! To do this, we have two options: 
 

1. Load them as digital audio files from disk 
2. ‘Record’ them from an external audio source 

 
The process of recording the audio into the MPC (referred to as ‘sampling’) will 
be covered later in this book, so at this stage we’ll concentrate on the loading 
option. 
 
As with most tasks in the MPC, loading sounds into your project can ultimately by 
handled in two distinct environments – the MPC Software itself, and entirely 



within the hardware using the LCD screen. However both methods tend to centre 
around the dedicated File Browser. 

The File Browser 

In order to use any of these files in your MPC, they have to be physically loaded 
into the MPC, where they will immediately appear in the Project Information 
panel.  Loading of sound files can be done in a number of ways via the MPC 
Software or directly in the hardware itself, but the main way to load your sounds 
is through the File Browser. 
 
The File Browser is a dedicated, bespoke file loading system designed 
specifically for the MPC. From here you can load any compatible file type 
including sounds, programs, sequences, and project files. Here’s what the File 
Browser looks like in the MPC Software. 
 

 
 
To display the File Browser on your hardware screen, press the dedicated 
BROWSER key: 
 

	  



 
Before going any further this tutorial, please make sure that the Tutorial Files 
folder that came with this book has been transferred to a known place on your 
computer, be it your Desktop, your Documents folder, or another folder on your 
hard drive or on an external disk. 

Navigating The File Browser 

The top row of the file browser features five different folders which can be used to 
quickly access specific locations of your computer. On my Mac these were all set 
to the root of my computer’s hard drive along with all the core system files (not a 
great place to be messing around with files!). So let’s set folder ‘1’ to always point 
to the ‘Tutorial Files’ folder. 
 
To do this we first have to navigate through the file system of your computer to 
the location of the Tutorial Files folder.  Let’s assume that it is stored on your 
Desktop. To navigate from the hardware, you’ll need to use the navigation keys 
on your hardware – you can actually use the CURSOR keys for all navigation, or 
you can use a combination of the data wheel, cursors and +/- keys. 
 
If you are on a Mac, move down the current folder list to locate the Users folder. 
To move down the list, you can either scroll with the DATA wheel, press the 
‘down’ CURSOR key, or use the + button under the data wheel. 
 
With the ‘Users’ folder highlighted, you’ll need to ‘enter’ or ‘Open’ that folder. To 
do that, press the right CURSOR key, or Open (F6). Now locate the user folder 
containing your tutorial files and enter it using the right cursor. Locate the 
Desktop folder and enter it and highlight the Tutorial Files folder. Do not enter 
this folder. 

 
Navigating to Parent Directories 

To navigate back and out of folders you have entered, simply press 
the left cursor key. 
 

In your hardware, you should now see the ‘Set’ button appear above the F1 key: 
 



	  
 
If you press F1 you should see the following screen in the hardware: 
 

	  
 
Here you can assign one of the folder shortcuts to permanently take you to this 
specific location. Select folder 1 using the data wheel or +/- buttons and press 
DO IT (F5).  Folder 1 will now always take you to your Tutorial Files folder. 
 
You can perform similar steps to set up folder shortcuts 2, 3, 4 and 5 to set them 
to particular locations on your disk. I suggest you assign Folder 2 to a folder 
where you would like to save all your own projects to. For example, when the 
MPC Software is installed, it creates a folder called ‘MPC’ in your computer’s 
Documents folder, so they could be used to save your own work. Or you might 
prefer to save to an external disk – it’s entirely up to you. 
 
Be aware that MPC projects can often get quite large in size, so make sure you 
have enough disk space for your projects – this is why it’s often better to use 
external disks or partitions rather than clogging up your boot disk. 

Using the File Browser in the MPC Software 

You can alternatively use the MPC Software version of the File Browser. To 
navigate, use the drop down to select a starting point: 
 



	  
 
As you can see, there are some predefined locations here, such as the MPC 
Factory Content folder (lots of free sounds that came with the installation), the 
MPC Documents folder, your user Home folder, Desktop etc. Pick a starting 
location and from there, navigate by double clicking folders to enter them. Use 
the ‘Go up to Parent Directory’ button to move back to the folder you last came 
from: 
 

	  
 
 
To set a folder shortcut to the currently selected folder, simply hold down the 
‘shift’ key on your computer keyboard and left mouse click on the desired folder 
in the software. To override any assignments, simply navigate to a different folder 
location and ‘set’ that new location for the folder shortcut you wish to override.   



 
Why are multiple shortcut folders being 
highlighted? 

Sometimes you may notice multiple folders illuminated in the MPC 
Software: 

 

 

This is actually by design, this simply indicates that folders 1, 2, and 3 
are currently set to the same location. The way to avoid this is to 
spend five minutes manually setting all five folder shortcuts so they all 
point to unique locations. 
 

Loading Sounds in the Browser 

First, please make sure that you have assigned the Tutorial Files folder location 
to folder shortcut 1. Now locate the Folder 1 shortcut button the hardware. This 
button can be found in the DATA SELECT section, as part of the PROJECT 
button: 
 

	  
 
As you can see, the FOLDER 1 text is in orange, this indicates that this is a 
‘secondary’ function and is actually accessed by using the SHIFT key. So to 
select the FOLDER 1 shortcut, you must hold down SHIFT in your MPC and 
press the PROJECT key. Please note that most ‘secondary’ buttons in the MPC 



can also be accessed by ‘double tapping’ the button instead of holding down 
SHIFT – however, the FOLDER shortcuts are currently an exception.   
 
From the folder list on your LCD screen, highlight the Chapter 1 to 4 folder using 
your data wheel to scroll down the list (or use the up and down cursor keys) and 
once selected, click Open (F6) or simply press the right cursor key to enter this 
folder. 
 

	  
 
Here you can see a list of sub folders inside the Chapter 1 folder. Cursor down to 
the ‘Drums’ folder and again, click Open (F6). 
 

	  
 
There’s a whole bunch of different file types here, but we’re only interested in 
loading audio samples, which are indicated by the  icon to the left. To only 
view audio files we can use the SAMPLE filter button to only display samples – 
refer back to the DATA SELECT image previously: 
 

	  
 
 
After pressing this button, you should now see the following: 
 



	  
 
This is a list of samples in the current folder. Notice that the on the right hand 
side there is a down arrow – this indicates that there are additional samples in 
this folder and to see then you need to scroll down. You can see any further 
samples by using either your down cursor or by spinning the data wheel 
clockwise – once you pass ‘fat_snare001’ you’ll see the open_hat_001.WAV 
file.  At this point, the down arrow in the scroller disappears, and an ‘up’ arrow 
appears to indicate you can scroll back up. 
 
To speed up the scrolling, hold down the SHIFT key on your controller and press 
the + or – button; you’ll now move up and down 10 files at a time.  
 
When a sound is highlighted, simply press PLAY (F3). Alternatively, press Auto 
(F2) and now whenever you highlight a sound it will ‘auto preview’. 

 
Controlling Audition Volume 

In the hardware you can control the playback volume by holding down 
VOLUME (F4) which brings up the ‘Audition Volume’ temporary 
window. Use the data wheel to set the output volume to the desired 
setting (in dB) and release F4 when you have finished. 

In the software, the volume is controlled at the bottom of the File 
Browser: 

 

Click and drag the yellow bar to set a suitable output volume (can be 
boosted above 0 dB if required). To quickly reset, simply hold down 
the ALT key on your keyboard and click on the gold bar. This ‘ALT and 
click reset works on many dials around the MPC Software.  



Also note that you can control the auto audition setting here as well by 
clicking on the AUTO word. With AUTO turned off, you can manually 
preview a sample by clicking on the speaker icon.  

Finally, the length of time an ‘auto’ audition will play for is set in 
Preferences > Other > Audition Auto Play 

 

To change the value, left click and drag up or down – it can be 
unlimited or set to a number from 1 to 10. 
 

Please locate the file ‘fat_kick001.wav’. To load this sound into your project, 
simply press Load (F6). As you can see in the hardware, there’s no indication 
that anything happened! However if you take a quick look at the MPC Software 
screen, you can now see your fat_kick001 sound has appeared in the ‘Project 
Information’ panel at the right hand side of Main Mode screen, under the 
SAMPLES column: 
 

	  
 
The Project Information Panel contains a list of all the sounds and programs 
loaded into your project. By default, the left hand column is set to show ‘All 
Samples’ - if an audio sample is listed here, this means it is available for use in 
the project. To preview any sample shown in the ‘SAMPLES’ column, simply click 
on the waveform icon to the left of the sample name. 
 



We can do the same but entirely within the MPC Software environment. Make 
sure the File Browser is open in the MPC Software – if it isn’t, hit shift and ‘B’ on 
your computer keyboard: 
 

	  
 
 
Locate the fat_snare001 file in the MPC Software file browser window: 
 

	  
 



One way to load this file is to simply double click the file name with your mouse – 
as soon as it loads, you’ll see it appear in the Project Information panel: 
 

	  
 
Alternatively, you can click and drag any sound from the File Browser and ‘drop’ 
it into the Project Information panel. Locate the file crisp_hat.aif, select it with 
your mouse and while holding down your left click, drag and drop it into the 
Project Information panel (or even to the Sequence/Track Information panel) - it 
immediately appears in your project information panel. 

 
Where’s my Project Information Panel? 

If you can’t see the Project Information panel, make sure you disable 
‘Half Screen’ mode using the button here in the top right of the screen: 

 
 

You should note that the MPC Software doesn’t care what file extension your 
sound has, it is just the actual name that matters. So ‘snare1.WAV’, ‘snare1.AIF’, 
and ‘snare1.SND’ will be viewed as the exact same file ‘snare1’. In fact the file 
extension is not even displayed in the Project Information window. 



 
Loading from outside of the MPC Software 

If you prefer, you can also use your computer’s own built in file 
manager, ‘Finder’ (Mac) or ‘Explorer’ (Windows). With the MPC 
application currently on screen, open up Finder or Explorer, locate the 
file you wish to load and simply click and drag it to the Project 
Information panel. 
 

If you have an entire folder of sounds you wish to load in bulk, you can simply 
‘drag and drop’ that entire folder. Navigate out of the ‘Drums’ folder using the 
‘Go up to parent directory’ button on the MPC Software, or by using the left 
cursor in the hardware BROWSER. 
 
Locate the folder ‘Various’ and drag it into the Project Information panel and the 
sounds from the folder will all load into your project and immediately appear in 
the Project Information Panel. You can also bulk load a specific selection sound 
files into your project. Locate the folder Bass and enter it. You should see four 
sound files: 
 

	  
 
Let’s load only bass_1, bass_2 and bass_3. To select these three specific files 
you can hold down the CMD key (Mac) or CTRL (Windows) and while holding it 
down, click on all three files one by one to select them. Alternatively, if all three 
files are consecutively listed in the Browser (as these are), you can hold down 
the shift key (on your computer keyboard, not the SHIFT key in your MPC 
hardware), and click the sample at the top of the list and then click the sample at 
the bottom of the list – all the files in-between will also be selected. 
 

	  



 
Whichever method you choose, once they are selected simply drag the entire list 
into the Project Information panel and you’ll see all three bass sounds are 
loaded. Also remember that all these methods of bulk loading can also be 
performed using your computer’s own file management system (Finder or 
Explorer): 
 

	  
 
There are many other ways to load sounds into a project, but we’ll take a look at 
these when we discover working with programs. Now let’s take a look at how we 
can actually record audio into the MPC. 

 
That’s the end of this free preview of the ‘MPC: Sampling Laid Bare’ – you 
can purchase the full book at MPC-Tutor.com! 
 
http://www.mpc-tutor.com/product/mpc-renaissance-mpc-studio-sampling-
laid-bare/ 
 


